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“Symmetrical predicates” have distinctive linguistic properties in many languages. But the concept of
“symmetry” merits closer examination. The psychologist Amos Tversky [1] claimed that even the concept
‘similar’ is in fact not symmetrical. Tversky’s experimental subjects generally rated (1a) as holding to a
higher degree than (1b).
(1) a. North Korea is similar to Red China.

b. Red China is similar to North Korea.
Lila Gleitman and colleagues argue [2] that ‘similar’ is symmetrical, and that the judgments reflect figure-
ground di!erences encoded in the syntax. They find a robust linguistic distinction between symmetrical
and “asymmetrical” predicates, using a semantic paraphrase test illustrated below: (2a) and (2b), with
symmetrical meet, are close in meaning, but (3a) and (3b), with the “asymmetrical” drown, are not.
(2) a. John and Bill meet.

b. John and Bill meet each other.
(3) a. John and Bill drown.

b. John and Bill drown each other.
Gleitman et al ’s paper analyzes symmetrical and what I will call “quasi-symmetrical” or “sometimes-symmetrical”
verbs (meet, kiss), and adjectives (similar), to which I will add nouns (sibling, brother). Their paper solves the
mysteries raised by Tversky concerning the apparent non-symmetrical behavior of symmetrical predicates like
similar. At the same time, Gleitman et al ’s uses of the terms “symmetrical” and “asymmetrical” do not always fit
the standard mathematical definitions.
A goal of this talk (as of [3,4]) is to see how the standard mathematical definitions of symmetry could be modified to
better fit the linguistic facts. This requires looking at the linguistic facts more carefully as well, especially at the role
of the event argument with verbs and at nouns like brother that are symmetrical on naturally-delimited domains.
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